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A. POLICY 

 This policy has been established to provide consistency in the use of our most 
critical and commonly used radio communication terminology. It is important to 
standardize terminology to minimize communication breakdowns that will impact 
FF Safety or hamper our ability to effectively carry out our operations. 

 These communication practices shall include common terminology, radio 
communication procedures, and audible signals. 

B. PROCEDURE 

 Common Terminology: 

• Abandon: The term “abandon” shall be used to direct companies or 
crews operating in the hazard zone to immediately exit via exits or escape 
routes to a safety zone.  

• Safety Zone: An area of safe refuge outside the hazard zone. 

• Withdraw: The term “withdraw” shall be used to order a tactical 
movement from current operating positions to a safer location. Companies 
or crews withdrawing will remove all tools, equipment, and hose lines. 

• Evacuate: The term “evacuate” shall be used to order the removal of 
civilians who are exposed, or potentially exposed to hazards presented by 
the incident.  

• Priority Traffic: The phrase “priority traffic” is a radio message to the IC 
or others that contains critical incident information.  

• Emergency Traffic: The phrase “emergency traffic” is a radio message 
used only by the IC to report a critical, life-safety related message. 
Emergency Traffic radio communications has priority over all other radio 
communication with the exception of a Mayday. 

• Emergency Tones: The audible alert provided by a dispatch center when 
an Incident Commander declares “Emergency Traffic”. 

• Mayday: The term “mayday” is the radio message used to indicate a 
missing, trapped, or injured firefighter in need of immediate assistance. 
Mayday messages shall be considered emergency life-safety related radio 
traffic and shall have absolute priority over all other radio communications. 
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C. INSTRUCTION 

 Emergency Channels 

• Channel 16 in all zones shall be labeled as the “Mayday” channel. The IC 
on scene (or his/her designee), the assigned accountability officer, and the 
assigned safety officer shall monitor the assigned operations channel and 
the Mayday channel until incident termination. 

• All personnel with Mayday messages shall attempt to transmit that 
message to the IC on the operations channel. If they are unable to contact 
the IC on the assigned operations channel, they will immediately 
retransmit the message on the Mayday channel. 

• If the IC receives a Mayday message over the dispatch channel or the 
Mayday channel, he/she must immediately re-transmit that message over 
the assigned operations channel. 

 Priority Traffic 

• The phrase “Priority Traffic” is used to request priority access for radio 
communications from a crew operating on scene to the IC, to other crews, 
and to dispatch. This may include information on a significant hazard or 
other information that may require a significant adjustment to the IAP or 
the incidents overall strategy. Situations in which Priority Traffic 
communications are indicated include, but are not limited to: 

⬧ Reporting safety hazards such as structure collapse, power line down, 
etc. 

⬧ Victim located during a search. 

⬧ Fire extension found in a void space. 

• Priority Traffic has priority over all radio communications with the 
exception of Emergency Traffic or a Mayday message. All other non-
emergent radio traffic must cease, and personnel must monitor the Priority 
Traffic message. Priority Traffic communications follow standard radio 
communications protocol. 

 Emergency Traffic 

• The phrase “Emergency Traffic” is used only by the IC to request 
emergency access for radio communications critical to life-safety. 
Situations in which Emergency Traffic communications are indicated 
include, but are not limited to: 

⬧ Abandoning the hazard zone. 

⬧ Declaring a strategic shift from offense to defense. 

⬧ Initiating measures to locate a missing firefighter. 

⬧ Requesting additional resources in a critical situation. 
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• Emergency Traffic has priority over all radio communications with the 
exception of a Mayday message. All other non-emergent radio traffic must 
cease, and personnel must monitor the Emergency Traffic message. 
Emergency Traffic communications follow standard radio communications 
protocol. 

**Once the Emergency Traffic has been delivered, it is the responsibility of 
the IC to “Clear Emergency Traffic” with dispatch and resume normal radio 
operations. 

 

 Abandoning the Hazard Zone 

• Rapidly developing hazardous conditions may require Command to order 
all Companies and Crews operating within the hazard zone to abandon 
that area of operation and immediately exit to a safe area. In structure 
fire incidents, safe areas are pre-defined as the exterior corners of the 
structure and outside the collapse zone. The IC may proclaim specific safe 
areas at any time during the incident. 

• Communicating the order to abandon the hazard zone is accomplished 
through both radio communication and audible signals. Follow Emergency 
Traffic procedures above. An order to abandon the hazard zone is 
directed at all personnel operating at an incident, regardless of the 
location of the personnel. 

• Upon receiving the order to abandon the hazard zone, all apparatus 
operators in the immediate area shall sound their air horn with one long 
continuous blast for a duration of approximately 10 seconds. This audible 
signal provides a back up to radio communications. 

• Following the order to withdraw or abandon the hazard zone, Command 
shall account for all personnel that were operating within the hazard zone 
by initiating a personnel accountability rollcall (PAR) if not provided by 
crews on exit. When a PAR is called by command, the accountability 
officer will report back to command with the results of the PAR. 

• For any personnel not accounted for, the IC will initiate measures to 
immediately determine their location, which may include activation of a 
Mayday. 

 Missing or Injured Firefighter 

• The signal word “Mayday” is used to clearly communicate that a firefighter 
is missing, trapped, or injured and in immediate need of assistance. This 
word is used to differentiate this type of emergency from others that may 
be communicated with the “Priority Traffic” signal phrase. Mayday 
messages shall be considered emergency life-safety related radio traffic 
and shall have absolute priority over all other radio communications. 
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• Company Officers and/or other personnel who suspect a firefighter is 
missing shall notify Command immediately. Command shall always 
assume that the Firefighter is lost until the member is located. 

• When transmitting a mayday message, the last known location of the 
person(s) requiring assistance should be identified if possible. 

• The Mayday message provides an alert for all crews on the fire ground to 
be ready for immediate assignment by the IC. The help order model in a 
mayday will be: 1) The firefighters own crew, 2) A crew already in the 
IDLH operating nearby, 3) An on- deck or outside crew. 

 

 WILDLAND SIGNALS 

• Cut and run: Abandon operations due to immediate threat to crew safety. 
Firefighters are to remove nozzle, if possible, disconnect hose from pump 
panel and leave the immediate area to a safety zone leaving hose behind. 

• Cut and run is signaled by the Captain ordering “Cut and Run”. Engineer 
then sounds the air horn with one long continuous blast for a duration of 
approximately 10 seconds. Order is confirmed by all crew members prior 
to shutting down the pump. 

• Rapid reload: Operations are terminated and a rapid reload of hose and 
all gear is initiated to redeploy at another location. Rapid reload is 
offensive action that does not pose imminent threat to crew safety, 
however, necessitates a hurried approach. 

Example: Structural defense that requires moving from house to house 
with the fire front defending as many homes as possible. 

• Rapid reload shall be signaled by the Captain ordering “Rapid Reload” 
followed with three short blasts on the apparatus air horn and confirmed 
by all crew members prior to shutting down the pump. 


